CONSTRUCTION REFERENCE NOTES

- All pipe supports and expansion joints will be labeled.
- New structural steel and guides will be provided on HPS, LPS, and DHWR.
- New 4" LPC, 6" DHWS, 2" HPA, 3" DHWR, 18" LPS, and 6" DHWS will be installed.
- New 6" DHWS and 3" DHWR will be installed in places marked "N".
- New 2" HPA will be installed in places marked "S".
- New master tunnels will be constructed.
- Existing tunnels will remain in place.
- New master tunnels will be labeled "EJ-832-LPC-1".
- New master tunnels will be labeled "EJ-832-DHWR-2" and "EJ-832-HPS-1".
- New master tunnels will be labeled "EJ-832-4LPC-1".
- New master tunnels will be labeled "EJ-832-6DHWS-1".
- New master tunnels will be labeled "EJ-832-3DHWR-1".

NOTE: These details are not "cut and paste" for all levels of detail required in the bid documents. The level of detail was successful in past projects and to indicate a reference to a section detail. Consult AEC for available drawing and/or laser scan files.